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 Personal
Statement 
A personal statement is a piece of writing
that you submit as part of your application.
It is a statement of academic interests and
should not contain any autobiographical
information about your personal life.



A personal statement is

A picture

An invitation

An indication of your priorities and judgment

A story, or more precisely, your story



A personal statement is not

An academic paper with
you as the subject

A plea or justification for
the scholarship.

Reads like a
resume

A journal entry.

Use bullet points for
better readability.
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“How to Write
Personal
Statement”-
Tips & Guide by
Professionals

 

Ideal format and
structure

IN-DEPTH
BACKGROUND OF
STUDENT

SEMI-FORMAL
FORMAT



How to Write a Personal Statement
in 3 Steps: Tips

The writers here at Archlite
believe in writing your
statement in a story form
so that the reader stays
intact with the information.

 BACKGROUND
INFORMATION 

This area of the statement
can be artistic and creative,
showing your interests and
hobbies. 

INTERESTS AND
HOBBIES 

This area of information is
very short and sweet,
showing your schools and
colleges where you studied
in the past with the grades
or scores you received. 

ACADEMIC
INFORMATION 



Be clear and concise,
with a good
structure of
beginning, middle,
and end.

Before submitting
your application, get
your statement
professionally
proofread for
grammar and spelling.

At the end of your statement summarise your
academic interest and your future goal regarding the
subject. 

How should I
structure my
personal
statement? 



DOs and DON’Ts
When Writing a
Personal
Statement



 DON’TS
 Don’t just restate your

résumé in narrative form. 

Don’t address your

weaknesses in the personal

statement.

Don’t focus on your high

school activities or

accomplishments.

Don’t be overly dramatic. 

DOS:
Pay Attention to Each
School’s Prompt
Personalize Your
Statement
Be Personable
Tell a Story
Be Concise



Why select
Archlite for
your
Personal
Statement
Writing: 

We become your saviour for

scores, grades, and also for

getting into the university for

any course you wish for.

Our team of experts works

day and night to complete

your project within the given

deadlines to let you achieve

what you want. 

We guarantee you work for

the money you spent on

writing a personal statement

and that too at the most

affordable prices. 

This is assured by Archlite that

all the payments and services

are secured to avoid any cyber

theft or infringement of the

money paid by the students. 

While associating with us, you’ll

always have quality content

written by professionals with no

errors or plagiarism while

writing a personal statement.

All data and details are well-

secured and never shared

with any third party. 



Include a 
summary.
In this video you will learn how to write a
personal statement and also our expert and
professional will guide you and give tips to
write a perfect personal statement 



Thank you for
attending!

Feel free to email me at
archliteassignments@gmail.com
for any questions or clarifications!


